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Summary 

  

A recent Gas finding at Mesozoic level in Kutch- Saurashtra area, Western Offshore Basin, ONGC, India, have  opened up 

the area for further detail exploration. However, due to shape irregularities and heterogeneities with high velocity contrasts 

around and within the basalts, it can be challenging for seismic processing to image the base of the basaltic layer and details 

of what is below. The Mesozoic in this area are mostly overlain by the Basalt flows of Late Cretaceous – Early Paleocene age, 

which have hindered the exploration of Mesozoic Hydrocarbon targets because of preferential absorption of high frequencies 

within basalt. Beside this, primary wave interference with multiples, converted waves, head waves further deteriorate the 

signal to noise ratio.   

 

Successful imaging is being achieved on 3D seismic, acquired with conventional source array and newly solid mode streamer, 

through careful processing using target oriented noise elimination to boost sub-basalt images.   

 

The key features of  attenuating coherent and incoherent noise, mode converted waves, multiples etc.  in all of the available 

‘domain’ through various noise elimination  techniques  and    boosting of low frequency signal are discussed in this case 

study.  
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Introduction 

 

Sub-basalt plays are receiving increasing interest in the 

exploration for oil and gas. Besides basalt acting as a direct 

seal for hydrocarbon accumulations, there are a variety of 

traps that can be hidden below a basalt layer. Seismic 

imaging beneath basalt flows continues to provide a 

challenge in the Kutch-Saurahtra area of Western  

Offshore area,ONGC,India.(Fig.1) 

 

These  basaltic  flows  are  present  as  heterogeneous  high- 

velocity layers of varying thickness and two-way start time 

varies from 400ms to 1600ms in this area. It appears that 

P- wave propagation is hindered by post-critical 

phenomena typical  for  high-velocity  structures  (basalt  

flows)  which overlies on  targeted Mesozoic sediments. 

Moreover, the weak   sub-basalt   PP   reflections   interfere   

with   strong (surface-related and interbedded) multiples 

and converted- wave   arrivals   caused   by   dramatic   

elastic-impedance contrasts   between   the   HVLs   (basalt)   

and   surrounding sediments (LVLs). 

 
 Fig.1 Location map indicating study area 

 

The impedance of basalt usually gives rise to a strong 

reflection coefficient at top basalt and hence strong 

multiples. Seabed multiples and inter-bed multiples 

between top basalt and the seabed may compound the 
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complexity of the multiple energy. The basalt layer in the 

study area contains multiple flows with erosion and 

sedimentation occurring between the flows. This can lead 

to strong absorption within the basalt and also significant 

scattered energy with short spatial wavelengths.   

 

The combination of strong, complex multiples, scattered 

energy and absorption of the primary gives rise to a poor 

signal to noise beneath and within the basalt. Because of 

high density, high velocity, and lateral discontinuity of the 

basalt, there are discontinuous and irregular refraction and 

diffraction waves in the section. These waves impede the 

discrimination of signal part of recorded waves seriously. 

An important factor  for seismic waves propagating 

downward through basalt layers is the wave mode 

conversion occurred in high velocity layer.       

 

The solution to providing successful sub-basalt imaging 

for these data depends on careful signal processing. Step 

by step noise elimination and low frequency enhancement 

for sub-basalt imaging is one of the successful 

methodology in this case study. Marine streamer data with 

offsets of 8 km (Table1 and 2) processed using advanced 

noise attenuation techniques and multiple attenuation 

approach. Sometimes  the acquisition of large aperture 

seismic data allows application of a variety of analysis and  

imaging techniques that helps to overcome of the problems 

faced by conventional seismic reflection profiling. Since 

reflection amplitudes generally increase with offset, sub-

basalt reflections are more easily identifiable at wide than 

at near angles. Wide-angle arrivals are also less affected by 

multiples from the overburden as a consequence of the  

increasing difference in travel-time and move-out between 

the different phases. To facilitate eventoriented data pre-

conditioning, semblance analysis(Fig. 8) at each step of 

processing is carried out and detailed frequency analysis of 

the data is carried out, to ascertain the primary velocity 

trend to those of multiples and non-PP waves. This process 

reveals the base-basalt and sub-basalt reflector. Beside 

this, low frequency energy in the source wavelet is more 

likely to penetrate through the basalt than higher 

frequencies as it is less attenuated by intrinsic absorption, 

and less scattered by the heterogeneity of the basalt 

reflectors (Ziolkowski et al., 2003).   

 

A solution to providing improved images beneath basalt 

flows is therefore to generate, retain and enhance as much 

low frequency energy as possible. The various key signal 

processing steps are described in the following sections. 

 

 
Table1: Source and Recording Instrument  

 

 
Table2: Streamer Configuration 

 

Signal Processing 

  

Multi-domain Noise Attenuation  

 

Careful study of the data, which includes observation of 

signal to noise ratio in a limited frequency band (Fig.2a to 

2d) revealed  the type of noise present in the data and the 

extent of frequency, that can be considered for signal 

processing. Several noise attenuating processes were 

performed in all of the available ‘time-offset’ domains. 

Each step of noise attenuation process is cross  checked 

with the semblance plots.  Noise attenuation techniques 

were applied in the shot, receiver, common midpoint 

(CMP), and common offset domains to enhance low 

frequency sub-basalt primary signal  and to minimize both 

coherent and incoherent noise. Techniques employed 

include: 
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Fig. 2a and 2b 

 

 
Fig.2 a)Raw shot after band pass filter application  (1-5-  10-15 

Hz);   blue arrow indicating visible signals, dashed green arrow  

indicating noise part, which includes  guided, refracted, multiples 

and dispersive waves,  b)  Raw shot after band pass filter 

application (5-10-15-20 Hz), c) Raw shot after bandpass filter 

application  (10-15-20-25 Hz);   area covered with blue circle 

depicting poor signal to noise ratio, d) Raw shot after bandpass 

filter application (40-4550-55 Hz); hardly any visible signal 

observed in this and higher frequency bands.  

  

1.Coherent noise Attenuation:  

 

The data is contaminated with strong coherent noise 

represented by refractions , multiples of  refractions, 

 

 
Fig.3 a) CMP gather with semblance before coherent noise 

b)same  as  in  fig.3a    after  coherent  noise  attenuation, 

significant improvement is seen, which helps to distinguish the 

noise from the signal based on  velocity discrimination. 

                 

The  approach  is  aimed  at  effectively  removing strong    

superfluous    events    (coherent    noise).    Before 

removing the coherent noises in the wide angle range it is 

difficult  to    discriminate    the  wide  angle  reflections.  

The wide   angle   reflections   are   easily   discriminated   

after elimination of the coherent noises. It is very important 

to eliminate  the  coherent  noises  for  the  wide  angle  

seismic. Remnant coherent noise is removed through 

application of f-x apparent velocity dip filter (Fig.3a and 

b). 

 

2. SRME (WEM):  

                  

It  was  recognized  that  the  data  suffered  from significant 

multiple contamination and that this was going to be 

difficult to remove. Several different techniques were 

tested   before   and   the   most   successful   combination   

of SRME, Spectral Shaping, deconvolution and parabolic 

high resolution   radon   demultiple   was   adopted.   Here,   

wave equation   based   multiple   attenuation   module   is   

used (Wiggins,   W,   1988).   The   module   performs   

multiple modeling  and  adaptive  subtraction  in  the  shot  

domain. Multiples  are  modeled  by  downward  

continuation  of  the receivers  to  the  multiple  generating  

water  bottom  and upward  continuation  of  the  receiver  

field  by  the  same amount.   This   is   followed   by   

adaptive   subtraction   and receiver continuation back to 

the original receiver depths. Here, the simple water bottom 

multiples along with all the receiver side peg-leg  multiples  

are  modeled  properly  and attenuated. The process 

requires detail information of water depth and water 

velocity for downward continuation of the wavefield. 

Fig.4a  and  4b  showing  the  multiple  removal result on 

shot gather before and after application of SRME (WEM) 

respectively.  Fig.5a  and  5b  showing  CMP  gather before  

and  after    SRME    and  their  impact  on  semblance plot 

is clearly visible. 

 

 
Fig.4 a) Shot gathers before SRME ,b) after SRME 
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Fig.5  a) CMP  gather  and  its  semblance plot  showing multiple 

energy b) CMP gather and its semblance plot after SRME, 

showing reduction in multiples 

 

3. Low Frequency Enhancement  

 

Conventional   towed   streamer   seismic   surveys have 

found difficulty in imaging beneath basalt because of 

scattering  of  energy  and  attenuation  of  signal  

frequencies above approximately 20Hz. Lower frequency 

energy in the source  wavelet  is  more  likely  to  penetrate  

through  the basalt  than  higher  frequencies  as  it  is  less  

attenuated  by intrinsic absorption, and less scattered by the 

heterogeneity of the basalt reflectors. 

                 

A solution to providing improved images beneath basalt 

flows is therefore to generate, retain(acquisition) and 

enhance  (processing)  as  much  low  frequency  energy  

as possible. To apply the low frequency  boosting operator 

at the beginning of the data processing sequence is 

considered key   factor   for   sub-basalt  signal   

enhancement.   Spectral shaping (Fig.6) is a crucial stage 

to boost the low frequency part in the source wavelet. 

                 

Seismic  horizons  related  to  the  intra  and  sub-basalt 

geology are more easily identified in low frequency 

enhanced data,  as seen in gathers and  semblance plots. In 

consequence, more accurate sub-basalt velocity models 

can be produced in the sub-sequent processing flow. 

 

 
Fig.6    Spectrum  before  shaping  (left)    Spectrum  after shaping 

(right) 

 

 

4. Deconvolution: 

 

Multiples  are  only  truly  periodic  in  the  X-T domain  at  

zero  offset,  so  pre-stack  deconvolution  is  of limited use 

as a multiple attenuator. However, in this case, even  after  

applying  SRME  in  2D  mode,  many  remnant multiples  

are  seen  in  the  near  offset  data.  The  predictive 

deconvolution  is  applied  after  the  application  of  source 

signature  de-bubbling  and  minimum  phase  conversion  

to the data in an attempt to reduce such remnant ringy-ness 

in the  near  offset  data.  It  turned  out  that  deconvolution  

had reduced  the  ringy  character  from  the  data  and  

helped distinguish prominent reflections, as shown in Fig. 

7a and 7b. 

 

 
Fig.7 a) CMP gather before deconvolution  ,b) Same CMP gather 

as in fig.7a  after  deconvolution 

 

 
Fig.8   Semblance plot depicting the different types of wave; PP 

energy is quite weak below the base-basalt 

 

5. Separation of PP (Primary) and Multiples through 

forward Radon and Filtering  
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Primaries and multiples can be separated in the parabolic 

Radon domain because of their different RMS velocities 

(Spitzer et al., 2003), however, contamination of noise at 

initial stage of processing often mis-lead to wrong estimate 

of true primary velocities.  In this case strong  multiples 

and mode-converted low velocity is dominating the data 

making it difficult to pick the primary velocity trend. 

Beside this, amplitude of reflection from sub-basalt zone is 

very very poor, almost one fourth to that of probasalt 

energy. Hence it is easy to model the multiple  part of the 

data based on their RMS velocity and then NMO corrected 

the data using these multiple (and/or mode converted) 

trend velocity. Here, the aim of Radon transform using 

multiple (lower velocity than primary velocity) is to 

separate the primary wave field to that of multiple and 

other low velocity ( in comparison to deeper sediment of 

high velocity ) and then muted out the unwanted 

waveforms ,which all lies in the positive value curvature 

“q”  (in forward Radon domain). This results  in to recover 

the desired signal that has been masked by multiples and 

converted waves. 

 

 
Fig. 9  PSTM stack of legacy 2D data , TB (top basalt),marked in  

red in dotted line,  BB ( base basalt) marked in white dotted line               

  

 6. Offset domain random noise elimination  

  

Random noise specially low frequency (up to 3 Hz) swell 

noise which appear as random noise in contrast to seismic 

events (which forms coherent signal) in offset domain 

(inline as well as cross-line direction) is best attenuated in 

this offset domain. Separation of low frequency signal to 

noise is achieved by f-x decon method.  

 

 

7. Parabolic Radon demultiple   

 

After attenuating multiples and noises ,primary velocity 

guide function picked for parabolic radon transformation. 

Since, parabolic de-multiple algorithm based on primary 

velocity  function, hyperbolic events associated with the   

primary velocity is enhanced at this stage of processing. 

 

 
Fig. 10 PSTM stack section of 3D data, blue rectangular box 

highlighting the zone of interest in Mesozoic formation, a 

commendable improvement seen in the current processed data    

in comparison to legacy 2D data of fig.9  

  

Discussion  

  

Exploration for hydrocarbons in both sub-basalt and 

intrabasalt environments has been attempted in a wide 

variety of locations around the world such as the Atlantic 

Margin of NW Europe and offshore India. Although there 

has been some success, progress has generally been limited 

by the poor quality of seismic images in many of these 

situations. It has been difficult to obtain even structural 

images of sufficient quality and reliability to identify 

drillable prospects. Amplitude analysis is usually even 

more difficult. Multiple attenuation and noise removal are 

seen to be crucial to improving signal-to-noise beneath the 

basalt. We have presented an imaging workflow that offers 

the flexibility to migrate a seismic dataset acquired with 

latest towed solid cable from the Kutch-Saurashtra area of 

ONGC,India. The critical steps, with respect to the 

improvements obtained, are the Coherent noise 

elimination, SRME, Low frequency shaping filtering and 

high resolution parabolic radon transform of prestack 

gathers and  the construction of the semblance plot at each 

level of processing. PSTM stack (fig.10) of a line is 
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compared to legacy 2D PSTM data (fig.9) recorded with 

12km. conventional streamer .The output showing 

remarkable improvement below basalt(BB) layer in 3D 

data (8 km. spread)  processed recently with the above 

mentioned methodology.  

  

Conclusions  

  

We have demonstrated that significant improvements in 

imaging intra- and sub-basalt geology through step by step 

target oriented noise elimination in the processing of 3D 

seismic data from across the KutchSaurashtra block of 

ONGC,India  

  

The result is achieved through   

• Modern velocity independent multiple attenuation 

(SRME)  

• Noise Attenuation in multiple domains (target 

specific)  

• Separating signal from noise in radon domain  

based on velocity function derived from multiples   

• Careful attention to the preservation and 

enhancement of low frequency signal through 

deterministic wavelet processing.  

• Careful iterative velocity picking  

• Long offset data acquisition with modern streamer 

technology  

   

It is clear that this processed dataset now gives the 

interpreter the ability to carry out evaluation, correlation 

and mapping within the prospective sub–basalt interval.  
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